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Volvo Celebrates 15 Years of I-
Shift in North America
Newly appointed CEO Tobias
Moers has confirmed that the
manual gearbox will be phased
out after the 2021 Vantage ...
How to Check Manual Transmission Fluid
Following the Gallardo and Murcielago, the
Raging Bull of Sant’Agata Bolognese
abandoned the stick shift because of the low
take-up rate among the Italian brand’s
customers. The second reason for ...
12 Custom Shift Knobs to Make You Feel like a
Toretto
You'll be shifting into 18th gear with these sweet
custom knobs. Flying through gears provides a high
for manual transmission fans. Climbing up the
numbers and mating the synchros releases
dopamine ...
When To Shift Manual Transmission
The thriving automotive industry in conjugation
with increased inclination towards use of
personal vehicles during the COVID 19

pandemic situation has enabled the global
automotive transmission ...

Aston Martin all set to ditch manual
gearbox for good
Lowering demand for cars with
manual transmission as well as
improvement in tech may have
made Aston Martin take a call.
The Next-Gen Honda Civic Si and
Type R Will Be Manual Only
Gaydon is waving goodbye to the
clutch pedal. Sports car enthusiasts
don't miss an occasion to use the
#savethemanual hashtag, but the truth
of the matter is, most people buying
performance vehicles ...
Aston Martin Backtracks On Promise
To Keep Manual Shifts In The Game
For Longer
Great news for those who still want to
row their own gears in a Honda Civic:
the upcoming Civic Si and Type R will
come exclusively with three pedals
and a stick. And if you don't want one
of Honda's ...
Champion Oil Brings to the
Aftermarket a New Continuously
Variable Transmission (CVT) Fluid
The Opel Manta GSe ElektroMOD
concept combines the classic lines of
the legendary Manta with modern EV
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tech. And yes, it still has a manual
transmission.

Robust Vehicle Production To
Augment Automotive Transmission
Market Outlook 2026
Presented as a near-production
prototype in November 2020, the
new Civic was revealed last month
to mixed reactions over the Accord-
like front fascia and the Corolla-like
rear end. But on the upside, ...
Toyota of Orlando’s tips for driving a
stick shift car
When Honda debuted its newly revamped
Civic sedan in late April, the company
confirmed our worst fears, dropping the
manual transmission from the car's option
list going forward. We wondered whether
...
Honda confirms manual transmission for
2022 Civic Si, Type R and Hatchback
Champion, a globally recognized industry
leader in specialty products for over 65
years, recently has introduced a premium
quality, full-synthetic transmission fluid
specifically designed for use in ...

Toyota of Clermont’s tips for driving a
stick shift car
Honda will offer a manual transmission
on the 2022 Civic Hatchback, Si and
Type R as those variants become
available and, as in the past, the
upcoming Si and Type R will be sold
exclusively in ...

New Honda Civic Si, Type R will
come with manual transmission only
When To Shift Manual
Transmission
BYD Creates E3 EV With Manual Trans
To Teach Others How To Drive
How is driving a manual transmission
different? While a lot of drivers opt for
automatic transmissions because they’re
very common and also easier to drive
than a stick shift, manual ...

This Opel Manta Has Been Reborn

as a Manual-Shifting All-Electric
Sports Car Concept
Aston Martin previously said it
would be the last sports car maker
offering a manual, but that's no
longer the case.
Aston Martin Will Wave Goodbye To The
Manual Gearbox By 2022
More than 217,000 Volvo trucks have
been sold with the Volvo I-Shift since its
launch 15 years ago in North America,
marking a significant change in a market
where manual shifting was a very strong
...

Why safety technology could spell
the end of manual transmission
The manual transmission, in decline
among North American car buyers
for decades, faces fresh
technological threats to its
existence. Advanced driver-assist
systems such as intelligent cruise
control ...
Manual Transmission May Be
Discontinued From Aston Martin Lineup
Next Year
Manual transmission cars are a different
breed ... these vehicles do the shifting for
you so as noted, you can sit back and just
worry about operating the gas and brake
pedals.

The car has a real clutch and a large
brake pedal on the passenger side.
The Chinese market has some
interesting peculiarities. The Chinese
driver’s license has two main
categories: C1 and C2. The C2 ...
Aston Martin Doesn't Give A Shift,
Plans To Retire The Manual Gearbox
Manual transmissions consist of
internal gears, bearings, and
synchronizers that are allow the driver
to shift gears. Many manual
transmissions are lubricated with a
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heavy petroleum-based oil.
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